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1. (a) Express the following sentences in first-order logic, using unary predicates Fragile,
Break, Fall, TennisBall.

S1 Fragile things break if they fall (2 marks)
S2 Tennis balls are not fragile (2 marks)
S3 Tennis balls don’t break if they fall (2 marks)

(b) Give a definition of logical entailment for first-order logic, that is, what it means
for a set of sentences S to logically entail a sentence A. (4 marks)

(c) Do sentences S1 and S2 logically entail S3? Justify your answer: if you answered
yes, show why the entailment holds, if you answered no, give a counterexample
interpretation. (10 marks)

(d) Is there a fully automatic terminating procedure to establish, for any finite set of
sentences S and a sentence A, whether S logically entails A in either propositional
or first-order logic? If the answer is yes to either of these, then describe that
procedure. (5 marks)

2. (a) Reduce the following sentences to clausal form:

S1 ∀x∃y∀z∃uP (x, y, z, u) (2 marks)
S2 ∀x∀y(R(x, y) ∨ ∃zR(y, z)) (2 marks)
S3 ∀x∀y((R(x, y) ∨Q(x, y)) ⊃ (R(y, x) ∨Q(y, x))) (2 marks)

(b) Show by resolution that clauses C1–C3 below entail P (a, f(f(a))).

C1 [¬P (x, y),¬P (y, z), P (x, z)]
C2 [¬P (x, f(x)), P (f(x), f(f(x)))]
C3 [P (a, f(a))] (10 marks)

(c) Give an SLD resolution of C from the following clauses: (9 marks)

A1 [A1]
A2 [A2]
A3 [A3]
A4 [A4]
B1 [¬A1,¬A2, B1]
B1 [¬A3,¬A4, B2]
C [¬B1,¬B2, C]

3. (a) Define a Horn clause, a unit clause, a positive Horn clause and a negative Horn
clause. Is the empty clause positive or negative? (5 marks)

(b) State the forward chaining procedure for checking whether a set of positive unit
clauses follows from a set of positive Horn clauses (for propositional case). (5 marks)

(c) State the backward chaining procedure for checking whether a set of positive unit
clauses follows from a set of positive Horn clauses (for propositional case). (5 marks)

(d) Explain how the order of attempting clauses (rules) to match and the order of solv-
ing subgoals may affect efficiency of the backward chaining procedure. (10 marks)
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4. (a) What is the point of description logics and other ontology languages? Why don’t
knowledge representation professionals use first-order logic for everything? (5 marks)

(b) Recall the description logic DL given in the textbook:

******************definition of DL*******************************

Concepts:

• atomic concept is a concept
• if r is a role and b is a concept, then [ALL r b] is a concept (e.g. [ALL :
Child Girl] describes someone all of whose children are girls).

• if r is a role and n is a positive integer, then [EXISTS n r] is a concept (e.g.
[EXISTS 2 : Child] describes someone who has at least 2 children)

• if r is a role and c is a constant, then [FILLS r c] is a concept (e.g. [FILLS :
Child john] describes someone whose child is John).
• if b1, . . . , bn are concepts, [AND b1 . . . bn] is a concept.

Sentences:

• if b1 and b2 are concepts then b1 v b2 is a sentence (all b1s are b2s, b1 is
subsumed by b2)
• if b1 and b2 are concepts then b1

.= b2 is a sentence (b1 is equivalent to b2)
• if c is a constant and b a concept then c → b is a sentence (the individual

denoted by c satisfies the description expressed by b).

******************end definition of DL***************************

Express the following concepts and sentences in DL using constants john, g51prg,
roles :Module and :Supervision and atomic concepts Academic, Lecturer, Compulsory:

C1 concept of an academic who has some project students (2 marks)
C2 concept of an academic who teaches at least two modules (2 marks)
C3 concept of an academic who teaches only compulsory modules (2 marks)
C4 concept of someone who teaches G51PRG (2 marks)
S1 a lecturer is an academic who has at least 8 project students and teaches at

least 2 modules (4 marks)
S2 John teaches at least 3 modules and they are all compulsory (3 marks)

(c) At the moment the logic does not contain concept negation NOT. It also cannot
say that there exists some individual connected by a role which is in a concept b
(namely, we have [ALL r b] but no [EXISTS r b]). If we add concept negation
NOT, with the obvious meaning that NOT b is a concept containing all individuals
which are not in b, explain how we can then define [EXISTS r b]. (5 marks)
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5. (a) Define closed world assumption and the entailment relation |=CWA. (3 marks)
(b) Consider the following knowledge base:

KB = {
NorthOf(york, edinburgh),
NorthOf(london, nottingham),
NorthOf(york, durham),
NorthOf(london, york),
∀x∀y∀z(NorthOf(x, y) ∧ NorthOf(y, z) ⊃ NorthOf(x, z))
}

i. Does it hold that KB |=CWA NorthOf(london, edinburgh)? Explain why.
(3 marks)

ii. Does it hold that KB |=CWA ¬NorthOf(london, edinburgh)? Explain why.
(3 marks)

iii. Does it hold thatKB |=CWA NorthOf(nottingham, edinburgh)? Explain why.
(3 marks)

iv. Does it hold that KB |=CWA ¬NorthOf(nottingham, edinburgh)? Explain
why. (3 marks)

(c) Give the definitions of minimal models and minimal entailment in circumscription
theory. (5 marks)

(d) For the following KB:
KB = {
NorthOf(milan, glasgow),
NorthOf(milan, london),
NorthOf(milan, moscow),
glasgow 6= london,
london 6= moscow,
glasgow 6= moscow,
¬ColderThan(milan, glasgow) ∨ ¬ColderThan(milan, london),
∀x(NorthOf(milan, x) ∧ ¬Ab(x) ⊃ ColderThan(milan, x))
}
state whether the sentence ColderThan(milan, moscow) is minimally entailed, and
explain why. (5 marks)

6. (a) Describe the development cycle of a knowledge-based system. (10 marks)
(b) Describe the process of knowledge acquisition for a production rule system using

decision tables. Show a decision table for a production rule system making medical
insurance reimbursement decisions based on the following policy: (15 marks)
No charges are reimbursed to the patient until the deductible has been met. After
the deductible has been met, the amount to be reimbursed depends on whether or not
the doctor or hospital is a “Preferred Provider”. For preferred providers Doctor’s
office visits are reimbursed at 65% and Hospital visits are reimbursed at 95%. For
other providers reimburse 50% for Doctor’s Office visits or 80% for Hospital visits.
[Example from http://web.sxu.edu/rogers/sys/decision tables.html.]
A deductible is met if the claim amount is larger than some fixed value, and for
each case the deductible is either met or is not.
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